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Introducing 

A Revolutionary New Railing System! 

PUP Topless Glass SystemPUP Topless Glass System   

Meet the next generation of Topless Glass Railing Systems,  

the PUP... 
This “new generation” of topless glass railing systems is born with the creation of the 

PUP; - a 2 ½" x 2½"  post with the same great look and function as the original 

Panorama Post system, but utilizing a Single, Multi Functional Post! The new, triple-

channel design enables a single post to function as either an inline, corner or end 

post.  

The multi-function insert component provides the ultimate versatility for custom 

projects allowing you to adjust your glass height and angles (up to a 60 degree 

variance) for a nearly limitless range of options for your outdoor designs.   

Whether you want the topless glass railing system for a view deck, as a wind wall or a 

privacy screen, the PUP can provide a sophisticated look  for a wide range of design 

options. You even have the option of adding a top rail to the system (The XLPR Top 

Rail) but keep the bottomless railing look for your view, and the standard 3” gap from 

glass to deck allows for easy cleaning and snow removal. 

Durarail Railing Systems 1-866-591-5594  
www.durarail.com 

Duradek Marketing Manager 
jennifer@duradek.com 

Excell Railing Systems Marketing Manager 
blairh@excellrailing.com 

Durarail™ is manufactured by Excell Railing Systems Ltd. It is sold 
exclusively through the Duradek network of professional waterproof 
contactors who have been specializing in decks and rails since 1974. 

Manufactured 
 in 

 North America 

 30 degree multi angles possible  (up to 60 degree variance) 

 Can be Surface or Fascia mounted 

 Option of adding top rail cap (XLPR Top Rail) 

 Available in 9 standard colours and up to 180 custom colours 

 Multiple design options 

 Accommodates unique shapes and custom  
designs like curves and unusual angles 

 Design option of different glass types or  
alternate material options for a  louver look. 

 Add a top rail to the system and create a bottomless 
railing look for your view 

 Gap from deck to glass allows for easy  
cleaning and snow removal 

 Ideal for wind wall applications 

 Privacy screen options possible 

 Fencing options possible 

PUP Offers…PUP Offers… 

PUP provides the power of possibility  
for designing outdoor living space.   
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